Do The Write Thing

Violence has affected my life because I won't be able to go outside for as long as I want anymore. I have to be cautious of my surroundings. I have to watch what I say and do to people because when your at home with your friend's you might do something that's funny to them, but if you do it outside someone might take it a different way and won't think it's funny. "Then they might try to seek revenge on you then you will never be safe again. Another way violence has affected my life is because when I'm out with my family we can't just go outside, and have a nice normal day and stay outside. Hoping that we will be safe. The only way we can feel safe is by being indoors.

I don't think anybody should only feel safe indoors they should also feel safe outdoors too. When I'm out with my friends, I like to look around at the environment that I'm in to see if this is a good place where in should be. Some causes of youth violence is people not being able to get along with each other. Another cause of youth violence is other people thinking that there tougher than one another. Some people think that it's cool to have a gun, and also other weapon's.

Also another cause of youth violence is people joining gangs. Fighting over who's turf is who's. Some more causes of youth violence is substance abuse, weapons, poverty, breaking and entering and lots more. When sibling's start to fight that will be the start of a family fight. That can split up a family that use to be very close. When you break and enter into someone's house that will be a cause of youth violence. People will try to get you back the will also try, and get you jumped, or they will actually try to END YOUR LIFE.

When parents are addicted to drugs and alcohol you will have no one to turn to. Your parents will abuse you because they will be on drug's or drinking lots of and alcohol. The first time your parents abuse you all you can do is hate them, and hate the world. You feel as if you can't never forgive them. I think that something I can do to reduce youth violence is be staying out, and away from all the violence. Another way youth violence can be reduce is be recommending people to go to community council meetings. People and teacher's can start activities in school about why you shouldn't join gang's, and carry gun's or other weapon's. People and teacher's could educate kids on what happens if you join a gang.